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A B S T R A C T

A new application of the Supervised Descent Method (SDM) [26] opti-
mization algorithm in order to find solutions for modeling a struc-
tured environment such as a warehouse is investigated in this work.
For modeling a structured warehouse, a large number of front-view
images of a warehouse are collected. This work investigates basic
computational elements for building a two-dimensional map of the
warehouse by the SDM algorithm suggesting to use a well-known
technique as feature extraction, i.e. Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) [16]. The ground-truths are extracted manually on pillar-beam
intersections from real-world warehouse images. To address the prob-
lem of modeling a warehouse, different modeling scenarios ranging
from a complex to a simple model each with increasing the initial
suggested displacement are investigated. As an important contribu-
tion, this work reports statistics concerning the divergence rate of
SDM (combined with SIFT) performance in all scenarios for both
sides of corridors of the warehouse images. This work has shown
that the SDM transformation method in its original form is not suf-
ficient enough to be used in general visual object location problems.
. . .
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

The advancements and developments in autonomous vehicles have
provided them with more awareness of their surrounding environ-
ments. The environment awareness is essential for having more effec-
tive production while offering safety as well as more security when
humans and vehicles share the same environment. For instance, a
forklift truck can administer the location of different storing cells in
a warehouse by using the model of the environment. Even the model
can be generated by applying image processing techniques creating a
map of the warehouse environment.

This work takes advantage of certain image processing techniques,
and tools to investigate solutions for building a reliable model of a
warehouse. Some factors, such as the collection of sufficient data and
an accurate set-up before measurement is also taken into account.

The Supervised Descent Method (SDM) is applied to solve a new Non-
linear Least Square (NLS) problem, automatic extraction of landmarks.
Localization of landmarks [18] are needed to model a structured ware-
house. The method Control Point Selection Tool as a graphical user in-
terface (MATLAB) for extracting the location of ground-truths from
pairs of images is also used. To improve the accuracy of the data, a
number of images from one specific view has been generated using
random geometric transformation, translation and scaling. Each spe-
cific view is a frame of a video obtained by a fish-eye camera mounted
on a truck. The truck was then moving in corridors of a warehouse
with beams, pillars and cells on the left and the right side, Figure 1.
The popular feature extraction technique, Scale Invariant Feature Trans-
form (SIFT) [16] is used as implemented by the VLFeat library [24]
which is an open source library of computer vision algorithms. In or-
der to have an experimental setup similar to the SDM evaluation in
[26], all images are normalized (scaled) before measurements.

The SDM optimization method is used in this research to investi-
gate solutions for the new problem of modeling a structured ware-
house environment. The SDM algorithm is suggested [26] as a fast
and accurate supervised optimization method as it goes through a
learning process in an efficient way, implementing data training and
testing. This research evaluates the performance of the SDM in locat-
ing a new set of visual objects from a structured warehouse environ-
ment. Previously, SDM was introduced as the visual object locator in
faces where the object was a constellation of 66 facial points [26] e.g.
mouth corners, eye brow corners.

1



2 introduction

Figure 1: Warehouse structure

Dealing with the high dimensional linear system of equation which
forms in the SDM algorithm, the Kronecker product [8] [23] suggests
an efficient mathematical solution. The Kronecker product suggests the
matrix to vector transformation which is an efficient way of dealing
with such high dimensional problems. The use of the Kronecker prod-
uct was not a part of SDM algorithm [26], but it is introduced here
for efficient modeling and implementation.

In this experiment, five different possible modeling scenarios for
both the right and left side of the warehouse are evaluated. Further-
more, this work provides sufficient statistics on the divergence rate
for scenarios ranging from a complex model version and finishing
with the more simplified (fewer data points) model version. More-
over, this work evaluates the SDM performance for each scenario by
increasing the initial displacement from the ground-truth. This ex-
periment takes the approach of cross-validation by running 10 rounds
of evaluation on different initializations chosen at random nearby
ground-truth locations.The histograms of error distribution for both
training and testing scenarios and for 10 rounds of cross-validation
are illustrated in chapter 6. The final evaluation is based on averag-
ing all divergence rates in 10 cross-validation rounds and for each test
scenario.

Different chapters of this research are structured as follows: Chap-
ter 3 highlights the theoretical fundamentals of the used feature ex-
traction technique (SIFT), also used in the optimization algorithm
(SDM), and the mathematical tool of Kronecker product. Chapter 4

gives a complete description of the research methodology. Chapter
5 is about the implementation set-up in the MATLAB environment.
Chapter 6 evaluates the performance of the SDM algorithm in mod-
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eling a warehouse for five different scenarios. Chapter 7 concludes
the possibility of building a warehouse model and proposes possible
future works.





2
L I T E R AT U R E R E V I E W

Mathematical optimization of NLS functions play a fundamental role
in solving many problems in the computer vision domain. Many im-
portant problems in computer vision, e.g. structure from motion, im-
age alignment, or camera calibration can be posed as nonlinear opti-
mization problems, [28] [26]. There are different approaches to solve
these NLS problems.

A continuous nonlinear optimization problem can be solved by dif-
ferent approaches based on first and second order methods. These
approaches are such as gradient descent [1], Gauss-Newton for im-
age alignment [17] [6] [14], and Levenberg-Marquardt [19]. Despite
using these methods for many years, the Newton-type methods are
regarded as major optimization tools for finding local minimum or
maximum of smooth functions when second derivatives are available,
[28] [26].

Second order descent methods such as Newton-type methods gen-
erally have two main drawbacks. Firstly, the function might not be
analytically differentiable and numerical approximations are imprac-
tical. Secondly, the Hessian might be large and not positive definite,
[26].

To overcome the above mentioned limitations, SDM [26] and its
extended versions [27] [29] are proposed as new approaches for min-
imizing an NLS function. The SDM is a supervised descent method
algorithm used for the minimization of an NLS function. It learns a
sequence of gradient descent directions and directly uses the learned
descent directions to minimize the objective NLS function without
computing the Jacobian or the Hessian, [26]. The SDM is suggested
as faster and more robust against bad initialization and inappropri-
ate conditions than the Newton method, [26]. As an extension of SDM,
the Global Supervised Descent Method (GSDM) [27] provides an efficient
strategy for global optimization of an NLS function. Another exten-
sion of the SDM is the Random Subspace Supervised Descent Method
(RSSDM) proposed in [29] for more improvement of the generaliza-
tion accuracy.

The SDM algorithm has been suggested to be suitable in several dif-
ferent application areas notably with promising results in face align-
ment [26], deformable model fitting [3], 3D object pose estimation
[28], rigid object tracking [28], object relocalization [15], [27]. Some
industrial applications such as in the car industry have taken advan-
tage of SDM by providing driver safety with an early prediction of
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driver maneuvers [21], and in the medical industry by diagnosing
and preventing the developing of diseases [20].

One important application of SDM is in face alignment. The SDM
can improve state-of-the-art performance in the problem of facial fea-
ture detection and tracking with challenging databases. The SDM per-
forms a very fast and accurate optimization on both synthetic and real
data; as reported in [26]. However, in [26] there is no discussion on
how to reduce the risk of divergence. The reported evaluation results
are based on a series of linear regressions, using the popular SIFT
feature extraction technique, and on a large set of images where face
exists.

Dealing with the NLS problem proposed in [26] is extremely chal-
lenging. Finding the solution to the NLS problem proposed by SDM
requires applying an appropriate nonlinear feature extraction method
as well as an efficient solution to high dimensional linear system of
equations. There are several feature extraction methods the feature
vectors of which describe the neighborhood around the key point e.g.
the SIFT [16], Symmetry Assessment by Finite Extension (SAFE) [2][5],
or the Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [4] for general visual object
recognition, [2].

Efficient methods for the solution of large least square problems in-
volving the Kronecker product [8] [23] [11] are e.g. the QR factorization
and the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) providing computational
stability as discussed in [8]. There are other alternative solutions e.g.
the direct method [12], and the iterative method [22], for finding the
solution of a problem of this form, [8].

To deal with the problem of scale variation of faces [26], use of
a face detection method is proposed in [25]. According to [26], in an
effective face detector, image normalization must occur in a few steps.
Firstly, all images must be scaled and aligned to a fixed size. Secondly,
the evaluation must be based on the scaled image. Finally, to handle
real-world conditions, having a sufficient set of facial variations in the
training set is required.

Deformable objects with significant changes in shape and appear-
ance exist everywhere. Dealing with the problem of automatically
constructing a robust deformable model with certain requirements is
discussed in [3]. This automatic model avoids the problem of time
consuming and costly data collection for models trained on manual
annotations. The training of Active Appearance Models (AAMs) takes
advantage of cascade of regressors as in [26]. By iterative training of
the fully automatically built AAM, the proposed work constructs a
discriminative model for face alignment of in the wild images, show-
ing promising results, [3].

The SDM is applied to the problem of tracking rigid objects. It is
used to extend the Lukas-Kanade (LK) [17] as the traditional computer
vision tracker. The LK method formulates image alignment as a NLS
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problem and provides a mathematically sound solution for it. How-
ever, it is not robust to illumination changes. To achieve robustness,
the SDM can be used for aligning regions of images that undergo an
affine motion. Based on the number of frames successfully tracked,
the extension of the traditional method using SIFT features results in
an improvement regarding the robustness of the traditional tracker,
[28].

The SDM can be used to optimize parameters such as a rotation
matrix. Given the 3D model of an object represented as 3D points
(e.g. a cube, a face, or a human body), the SDM algorithm is reported
to achieve one degree accuracy for rotation estimation. However, by
training the SDM with a larger range of rotations, the performance
drops dramatically, [28].

Developing an accurate object detector in [15] conducts a top-down
search using supervised descent to be applied to the coarse objects
generated from bottom-up object detection. For coarse detection win-
dows, the supervised descent search is applied to find the potential
object hypothesis by simultaneously optimizing their center point,
scale and aspect ratio. The resulting detections are greatly improved
with supervised descent search, [15].

A new application of the SDM in the problem of modeling a struc-
tured environment such as a warehouse investigated in this work.
The work is to be situated in solutions for creating a map of the ware-
house using the infrastructure as landmarks as well as the pillar-beam
cross junctions of pallet-rack cells. The junctions provide a useful
knowledge of the structure of the environment e.g. the dimensions
of each pallet-rack cell as the smallest entities of the regions. Such
information is very useful for localizing articles inside the pallet-rack
cells by autonomous vehicles such as a forklift truck. Although the
identity recognition of stored articles in those pallet-rack cells would
be a useful information, it is out of the scope of this work. Generally
speaking, in previous research efforts [10], a solution to extract the
pillars of the pallet-rack cells has resulted in a two-dimensional map
of pillar locations from images (view from ceiling). The remaining
challenge is to extract the dimension of pallet-rack cells by extract-
ing the pillar-beam intersections from a set of front view images for
constructing a 3D map of the warehouse.

2.1 research question

A new application of the SDM optimization method is investigated in
this research as solution for an NLS problem. The context is building
a map of a warehouse. To be specific, we investigate extraction the
pillar-beam intersections of the front view images of the warehouse.
In an extension of this work (not studied), building a 3D map, can
represent the level of each pallet-rack cell.





3
T H E O R E T I C A L F O U N D AT I O N

This chapter gives a brief overview of the SIFT feature extraction
method and then goes through a comprehensive description of SDM
theory fundamentals, and the Kronecker product as an efficient tool
for dealing with high dimensional problems.

3.1 scale invariant feature transform

Identifying a specific object among many alternatives in an image
can be accomplished by finding sufficient distinctive features of the
object by e.g. SIFT [16] as a popular feature extraction method. In this
section, SIFT feature extraction method is described briefly.

SIFT feature vector is designed to be invariant to image scaling, ro-
tation, translation and being partially invariant to illumination changes,
[16]. SIFT as a non-linear feature extraction operator [26] extracts
from an image a sparse set of local feature vectors for the object recog-
nition. SIFT is not only a detector of the sparse image locations, but
also a descriptor of the detected points, [16]. The steps SIFT takes in
detecting and describing points is as follows:

1. Scale Space Peak Selection

In the first step, SIFT determines the location of peak points
of the image. It selects the potential candidate points by look-
ing for locations with maximum or minimum of a difference-of-
Gaussian function. The resulting feature vectors are called SIFT
keys, [16]. Other names are interest points and key points.

2. Rejection of false key points

In the second step, SIFT determines the accurate location of
key points by rejecting some potential candidate points. SIFT
keys are among others used in the nearest-neighbor-approach to
identify candidate object points. By taking this approach, most
candidate points will be eliminated within a few comparisons.
It is seen as a strong evidence for the presence of a target object
when at least three keys agree on a model parameter, [16].

3. Orientation assignment of the key point

SIFT orientation is calculated by the pixel differences in [16].
SIFT creates a weighted orientation histogram for each pixel in
the key point neighborhood. Weight is the gradient magnitudes
of the pixel. From these wights, the dominant orientation of
each neighborhood is obtained.

9
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4. Key point descriptor

The SIFT descriptor is a high dimensional vector which com-
putes orientation and magnitude of a number of pixels in the
neighborhood of the key point. It uses a window in the neigh-
borhood of the key point. The window size is generally 4× 4
blocks of pixels, where each block is 16 by 16 pixels. In each
block, there are 8 bins defined as orientation planes, [16]. The
number of 4 by 4 blocks each with 8 bins results in the total
number of 4× 4× 8 or 128 number of SIFT features for each key
point.

3.2 supervised descent method algorithm

The Supervised Descent Method or SDM Algorithm [26] is a super-
vised optimization method which aims to minimize the mean of a
nonlinear least square problem in the computer vision domain. It is
a supervised transformation method since it uses the hand labeled
landmarks, ground-truths, as the destination points for the training
scenario. Applying the SDM optimization method, an initial estima-
tion of the object shape is required.

The SDM attempts to overcome the drawbacks of the second order
descent methods in optimization of a nonlinear least square function.
By applying the SDM algorithm, there is no need for the functions
to be differentiable. In addition, SDM algorithm avoids expensive nu-
merical calculations in training and testing. In the training scenario,
SDM learns a sequence of descent directions through a regressive
process, and SDM then uses the learned descent directions (from the
training scenario) in the test scenario, [26].

Minimization of an alignment error function, or the nonlinear least
square function is the basic idea behind SDM, [26]. The well-defined
error function, denoted in eq. 1, measures the distance between the
ground-truth and the current point by feature vectors extracted from
each point. The goal is to minimize the distance between the ground-
truth and the current point through a learning process suggested by
SDM.

f (x0 +∆x) = ‖h (d (x0 +∆x)) − h (d (x∗)) ‖2 (1)

x0 is the initial point and the minimization happens over ∆x. The
point x∗ denotes the ground-truth. h is a non-linear feature extraction
function (e.g. SIFT), and d ∈ Rj×1 denotes an image with j pixels,
[26]. Therefore, h (d (x∗)) denotes the feature vector extracted from
the ground-truth location of an object in the image.

Formally, applying the second order Taylor expansion to the func-
tion f in eq. 1 results in a simplified form of eq. 1, [26]. Note that
differentiability of f with respect to x will be dropped next when a
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closed form estimation for 4x1 is available. It turns out that the first
update of eq. 1 can be obtained in eq. 2 which shows the dependency
on the feature vector.

4x1 = R0φ0 + b0 (2)

4x1, the first update, is the distance between the initial point and
the ground-truth, and φ0 is the feature vector of the initial point. Pa-
rameters R0 and b0 are the unknowns of this equation which will be
obtained through the learning process discussed in the next section.

Convergence to the optimal state is suggested to require a sequence
of updates. Therefore, the general form of eq. 2 by several updates
with a regressive approach, as denoted in eq. 3, is envisaged [26],

4xk = Rk−1φk−1 + bk−1 (3)

Where 4xk = xk − xk−1. The vector parameter φk−1 is the feature
vector of the current point before updating. According to this equa-
tion, a sequence of descent directions {Rk−1}, and bias terms {bk−1}

must be created.

3.2.1 Learning process

This section is about computing a sequence of {Rk} and {bk} through
training in a set of images {di} and hand-labeled ground-truths {x∗

i}.
Here, i and d indicate the image number and the image itself respec-
tively.

The first step in learning by SDM algorithm is to update the loca-
tion of initial points by the help of eq. 2. First, an initial configuration
of points is needed. This is the initial point x0. By calculating the dis-
tance of the initial points from the ground-truth, and extracting the
feature vectors of initial points, R0 and b0 will be obtained by regres-
sion i.e. by solving for R0 and b0 in eq. 2. R0 and b0 are then the first
descent directions and bias terms acquired from eq. 2.

argmin
R0,b0

∑
di

∑
x0

i

| 4x∗i − R0φ0
i − b0 |2 (4)

4x∗i = x∗i − x0i (5)

4x∗i is the true distance between the ground-truth and an initial
point in ith image. These are either new or synthetically generated if
there are not enough of them to solve eq. 4 for R0 and b0. φ0

i is the
(concatenated) feature vector computed at x0i.

Subsequently, these parameters are used in eq. 2 for obtaining the
next predicted displacement of initial points after which R0 and b0
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are estimated anew, etc. Each time, Rk and bk minimizes the well-
known least square problem, [26]. This is summarized by equations
6 and 7.

argmin
Rk,bk

∑
di

∑
xk

i

| 4x∗ki − Rkφk
i − bk |2 (6)

4x∗ki = x∗i − xki (7)

4x∗ki is the true distance between the ground-truth and the cur-
rent point from kth iteration in ith image.

The new update will be obtained by using the regressive Rk−1 and
bk−1 from eq. 3. In this equation,the parameter φk−1 is the feature
vector of the current point which needs to be updated.

3.3 kronecker product based regression

The Kronecker product has a rich and pleasing algebra that supports
a wide range of fast, elegant, and practical algorithms, [23]. In many
research fields such as image processing and signal processing, re-
searchers are dealing with problems with high dimension. Knowl-
edge about Kronecker products supports effective ways of fast and
practical solutions for such high dimensional problems.

The Kronecker product is defined as in eq. 8, 9 with matrices B and
C as its factors. An important tool is that Kronecker product inherits
structure from its factors B and C, [23].

Some basic properties of the Kronecker product are denoted in eq.
10, 11 and further properties are available in e.g. [11].

B⊗C =


b11 · · · b1n1

...
. . .

...

bm11 · · · bm1n1

⊗

c11 · · · c1n2

...
. . .

...

cm21 · · · cm2n2

 (8)

B⊗C =


b11C · · · b1n1

C
...

. . .
...

bm11C · · · bm1n1C

 (9)

(B⊗C)T = BT ⊗CT (10)

(B⊗C)−1 = B−1 ⊗C−1 (11)

3.3.1 Matrix to Vector Transformations and Linear Systems of Equations

By the help of the Kronecker product, unknowns in matrix form can
be reshaped to vector form equations and vice versa. The equivalency
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between vector and matrix transformations are described in eq. 12.
The equation y = (B⊗C) x is a form of equation system, with x as
the unknown, often used to represent least square problems involving
Kronecker products. This equation is similar to the standard form of
linear systems of equations Ax = b.

An important equivalency between the vector based, x below, and
matrix based, X below, forms is given here next.

Y = CXBT ≡ y = (B⊗C) x (12)

Where C, X and B are matrices and y = vec (Y), x = vec (X) which
is defined as in eq. 14. In applications often matrix X is the unknown
whereas the vector x is the standard solution of the unknown. If the
Matrix X ∈ Rm×n, then vector x ∈ Rmn×1 as denoted in eq. 13 and
in eq. 14. In eq. 14 x stacks columns of X.

X =


x11 · · · x1n

...
. . .

...

xm1 · · · xmn

 ≡ X =
[
x(1) · · · x(n)

]
(13)

x = vec (X) =


x(1)

...

x(n)

 (14)

To solve the unknown vector x in the equation y = (B⊗C) x, [8]
suggests the use of following results:

x =
(
B+ ⊗C+

)
y (15)

B+ =
(
BTB

)−1
BT (16)

C+ =
(
CTC

)−1
CT (17)

Using such relationships (eq. 1.4 in [8]), the unknown matrix X, in
Y = CXBT , can be obtained directly:

X = C+Y
(
B+
)T (18)

3.3.2 The Current Regression in compact matrix form

In this section the Kronecker product with its properties is applied to
the problem of eq. 19 in order to find a solution. This can be used as
the solution of the problem in eq. 2 described in section 3.2. Figure 2

shows a constellation of points and parameter d in eq. 19. Figure 11

illustrates the tool used to extract these ground-truths (blue points).
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Figure 2: A constellation of ground-truths (blue points). A constellation of
initial points (pink points). d = [d1,d2, ...di]

T for i = 1, 2, ...8 (num-
ber of points in a constellation) where di = [xi,yi]. Vector di is
shown in the picture.

Πφ+ b = d (19)

Π and b are unknown matrices. d ∈ R2p×1 and φ ∈ RpNf×1are
the known matrices with p as the number of points of a constellation
and Nf as the number of elements in the feature vector.

The equation in the present form admits a feature vector φ of a
single constellation and outputs a displacement vector d as predicted
direction to find the true location of a constellation given an initial
point. To have the standard form of eq. 19, one must merge Π and b
into a single matrix. Therefore, the vector φ must be also presented
differently by adding an extra row with value 1 as eq. 20:[

Π b

] [φ
1

]
= d (20)

The matrix Π̃ =
[
Π b

]
∈ R2p×(pNf+1) and the vector φ̃ =

[
φ

1

]
∈

R(pNf+1)×1 make the equivalent equation for eq. 19 which is now in
the standard form, eq. 21.

Π̃φ̃ = d (21)
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Accordingly, eq. 21 can be rewritten with the unity matrix, I ∈
R2p×2p as eq. 22. This equation can now be made valid even for
m constellations and displacements at once by augmenting vectors
corresponding φ̃ and d to matrices as follows:

IΠ̃Φ̃ = D (22)

Where the new matrices are defined as D =
[
d(1) · · · d(m)

]
and

Φ̃ =
[
φ̃(1) · · · φ̃(m)

]
.

By comparing eq. 22 with eq. 12, the matrix I can be considered as
C and the matrix Φ̃T as B. The (Pennrose) inverse of this matrix is
given by :

Φ̃T+
=

[
Φ̃TT

Φ̃T
]−1

Φ̃TT

(23)

By considering eq. 18, the matrix form of the solution can be ob-
tained directly:

Π̃ = I+D
(
Φ̃T+

)T
(24)

The simplification of eq. 23 leads now to the solution of eq. 25:

Φ̃T+
=
[
Φ̃Φ̃T

]−1
Φ̃ (25)

By substituting eq. 25 in eq. 24 and by considering the fact that
I+ = I , eq. 26 is obtained.

Π̃ = D
[[
Φ̃Φ̃T

]−1
Φ̃
]T

(26)

A decomposition of a matrix is possible in the form of product of
a unitary matrix with a triangular matrix.

Φ̃T = QR (27)

This is known as QR decomposition in numerical analysis. Here, Q
is the unitary matrix and R is the upper triangular matrix.

The eq. 26 can then be simplified as:

Π̃ = D

[[
(QR)T (QR)

]−1
(QR)T

]T
(28)

Π̃ = D
[[
RTQTQR

]−1
(QR)T

]T
(29)

Knowing that QTQ is a unity matrix, eq. 29 is transformed to:

Π̃ = D
[[
RTR

]−1
(QR)T

]T
(30)

Π̃ = D(QR)
[
RTR

]−1
(31)

Finally, by considering eq. 27, eq. 32 as the solution to eq. 19 is
obtained.

Π̃ = DΦ̃T
[
RTR

]−1
(32)

This is how we have implemented the regression needed in eq. 4 - 7.
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E X P E R I M E N TA L M E T H O D O L O G Y

This chapter describes the methodology and implementation aspects
of experiments in the problem of modeling a structured warehouse
by SDM. It describes five different scenarios for modeling beam-pole
junction detection in a warehouse within SDM framework. The Im-
plementation code is available in Appendix B.

4.1 ground-truth of warehouse images

Extracted from the image ocularly, the location of the target point
is called the ground-truth. In this experiment, these points are pillar
and beam cross junctions from warehouse images that a robot or ma-
chine vision system is thought to find automatically. However, before
automatic extraction, it is envisageable that there is a machine learn-
ing phase training the system. For this purpose, the application of a
graphical user interface in MATLAB called Control Point Selection Tool
is described and illustrated in section 5.2. The ground-truths used
in this experiment are extracted manually (i.e. hand-labeled ground-
truths) for training a machine vision using the SDM algorithm, which
needs to be trained.

4.2 initial points and their feature vectors

In this experiment, initial points are those from which the transforma-
tion process of points start in both training and testing scenarios. In
training, the goal is to teach the system from an initial point to reach
the destination point, a set of ground-truths. A set of ground-truth
points is a constellation of points which makes sense to a human,
and it makes it easy to find facial points such as eye centers in a
face image, or corners of a set of warehouse cells stacked on top of
each other as here. Then, in the test, the training outcomes would be
used on initial points, not seen before by the system, to evaluate the
performance of the SDM method. Initial points which are considered
as a miss-placed constellation, are generated as the suggested initial
displacements, section 5.4 for a set of 50 images. Initial points are ran-
domly sampled from a uniform distribution. The required number of
constellation of initial points and images are discussed in section 5.3.

The feature vectors, SIFT features, must be extracted from the neigh-
borhoods of the initial points generated on a set of images. In order
to extract the SIFT features out of the initial points, the VLFeat setup
software is required, section 5.7. Then, the siftWrapper function must

17
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be used in order to extract SIFT features from the initial points. In
case of required normalization, it is important to mention that the
feature vectors must be extracted after the normalization process on
warehouse images, section 5.5.

The below code in MATLAB shows how the initial points are cre-
ated and the SIFT feature vectors are extracted out of them. For all
required number of images their respective ground-truths must be
loaded first. Then, initial points are generated in the neighborhood
of the ground-truths and with the suggested random initial displace-
ment. It is important that the initial point be randomly distributed
in such a way that they cover all the neighborhood around the re-
spective ground-truth because the error in the positions is isotropic
(orientation blind). At the end, the feature vector of each initial point
would be extracted by the siftWrapper function.

1 % initial points covering all Gt’s neighborhood(window size)

% noise is the suggested window size

initPoints=gt+round(noise*2*(rand (numPts,2)-0.5));

allPoints( :, : , irnd, trainIdx(imgIdx))=initPoints;

6 % initial point feature extraction

%imgreen is the second layer (green) of the image

[q]=siftWrapper (imgreen, initPoints);

Features_at_allPoints(: , irnd, trainIdx(imgIdx))=q;

4.3 training scenario

The training scenario aims to teach the system initial shape to be pre-
cise how to find the ground-truths from an erroneously located ones
which is done by applying SDM algorithm. In this experiment, the
SDM algorithm uses many ground-truth allocations, different model-
ing scenarios, to address the needs of a realistic scenario where no
ground-truths are available. Here, The training is done for only one
iteration in all modeling scenarios to evaluate the stability of the sys-
tem. A chain is not stronger than individual links is the philosophy
of our approach.

In the following, the implementation of the SDM algorithm for the
training scenario in MATLAB environment is described. The training
scenario takes advantage of the Cross-validation approach, discussed
in section 5.6. In this experiment, the whole number of images in-
volved in Cross-validation is 50 from which 45 are used for training in
each round, and the left 5 images are used for testing.

4.3.1 Implementation of Supervised Descent Method Training

After the first iteration completes in the training scenario, SDM al-
gorithm can predict a new location for each initial point. Based on
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the theoretical aspects discussed in chapter 3, the matrix Π̃, called
pi_tilde, can be used for updating the new location of initial points
and is calculated by the efficient Kronecker product method.

Training estimates the difference vector between the ground-truth,
and the predicted new location of the initial point which is called
D_calc. The difference vector between the ground-truth and the ini-
tial point is calledD. Therefore, the error in training is the subtraction
of D_calc from D.

In the following some parts of the training code by SDM using Kro-
necker product method based simplification and other related func-
tions are shown in MATLAB. The principle of the training scenario is
illustrated in Figure 3.

%----------------- training -------------------

% fi\_tilde as a new form of matrix of feature vectors

% with an added extra row of value one

[pi_tilde,fi_tilde,D]=calc_pi_tilde(AllGT(:,:,trainIdx)

5 ,allPoints(:,:,:,trainIdx),Features_at_allPoints

(:,:,trainIdx));

%The predicted distance with GTs

D_calc=pi_tilde*fi_tilde;

10

% Error in training

errors_train=D_calc(:)-D(:);

% function calc_pi_tilde

function[pi_tilde,fi_tilde,D]=calc_pi_tilde(gt,

3 Points,Features)

[fi_tilde,D]=get_fi_tilde_and_D(gt,Points,Features);

% Decomposition of matrix fi_tilde by qr

8 % R is the upper triangular matrix

[Q, R]=qr(fi_tilde’);

% Unknown matrix pi_tilde calculation

pi_tilde=D*fi_tilde’*pinv(R’*R);

1 %function get_fi_tilde_and_D

function [fi_tilde,D]=get_fi_tilde_and_D(gt, Points,Features)

% D is the true distance between initial point and Gt

D = gt_rep - Points;

fi_tilde=[q; ones(1,N_constellations)];
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Figure 3: The principal of the training scenario by the SDM

4.4 test scenario

The test scenario aims to evaluate the performance of the matrix Π̃,
obtained from the training scenario, in order to predict locations for
a new set of initial points from a new set of images. The test scenario
applies the matrix Π̃ on a new set of initial points, which did not take
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part in training before, and on a number of images left for the test
scenario.

Error in test is the difference vector between the ground-truth, and
the predicted location called D_calc_test for a new system of initial
points. The difference vector between the ground-truth and the initial
point used in test is called D_test. Therefore, the error in test is the
subtraction of D_calc_test from D_test as shown in Figure 4. The
principle of the test scenario is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 4: Error in test (red vector), initial points (pink points), the predicted
position (green cross), the suggested initial displacement (dashed
box), and the ground-truth (the point in the origin). Initial points
2 and 3 are going away from the intended ground-truth.

The below code in MATLAB describes the test scenario implemen-
tations.

%--------------- Test -------------------

[fi_tilde,D_test]=get_fi_tilde_and_D(AllGT(:,:,testIdx)

,allPoints(:,:,:,testIdx),Features_at_allPoints

4 (:,:,testIdx));

% pi_tilde is obtained from the training scenario

D_calc_test=pi_tilde*fi_tilde;

9 %Error in test

errors_test=D_calc_test(:)-D_test(:);

all_errors_test(:,jj)=errors_test;
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Figure 5: The principal of the test scenario by the SDM

4.5 divergence of suggested initial displacements

The displacement transformation of a random point by the SDM al-
gorithm may result in two possible movements, either it goes away
from the intended destination (the undesired outcome), or it comes
closer to the destination (the desired outcome). Note that the ran-
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dom point (1,2,3 in Figure 4) is selected from a square box around
a ground-truth. Among all points which go away from the destina-
tion despite the transformation, some move out of even the fixed box
of the displacement (section 5.4). In such cases, the transformation
for sure has increased around the destination point, e.g. point 2 in
Figure 4. These are what we called diverging points. There are pos-
sibly more diverging points among the remaining points inside the
initial displacement after the transformation which are not counted
in performance evaluations.

Divergence of suggested initial displacements is thus a terminology de-
fined in this work that measures a lower bound of data diverging
from the initial locations after the transformation by SDM, Figure 6.
After the transformation has been done, the ratio of points remaining
inside the initial displacement to the total number of points is the ra-
tio_of_maximum_convergence. Therefore, the Divergence of suggested ini-
tial displacements is defined as 1−(ratio_of_maximum_convergence).
This ratio can be aggregated to a histogram of error displacements in
test scenarios for the final evaluation.

Figure 6: Diverging points from a 20× 20 window size of the ground-truth

The MATLAB code below shows how the Divergence of suggested
initial displacement is designed.

% density\_range is the function of

2 %Divergence of suggested initial displacements

function density = density_range(data, range)

%find number of occurances ,n, of data in the range x

step_size = 1;

7 step = -(range+1):step_size:(range+1);

%The histogram function returns the number

% of data, n, that occur in each determined

% equally interval, x.

[n,x] = hist(data,step);

12

% Ignore last two columns in order to sum up only the data

% in the defined range

sum_count_per_step = sum(sum(n(2:end-1)));

17 % The area of each rectangle formed by the histogram in
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% any range can be obtained by the multiplication of the

% data with its respective interval, data in range.

area = sum_count_per_step*step_size;

22 size_data = size(data);

% The totla number of occurances

total_numbers = size_data(1) * size_data(2);

27 density = area/total_numbers;

end

4.6 different scenarios for modeling a structured ware-
house

In this section, five different possible modeling scenarios of a ware-
house cells are investigated. Scenarios are modeled by allocating dif-
ferent numbers and locations of ground-truths for both the right side,
pR, and the left side, pL, of the image. Since the ground-truth alloca-
tions has the similar form for both right and left side in each scenario,
we only illustrate figures belonging to the right side (ground-truth
allocations) and omit those belonging to the left side. In addition, for
most of the scenarios, image normalization is also done. The goal is
to investigate test results of all scenarios to see whether more sim-
plified modeling versions lead to an improvement in results. Finally,
different suggested initial displacements, sec 4.4, will be applied to
all scenarios.

The image normalization in this experiment is applied to the most
modeling scenarios of the warehouse images. Section 5.5 describes
the normalization process.

4.6.1 Scenario I

In scenario I, the total number of eight ground-truths on two adjacent
pillars, closest to the camera, take part in the training scenario so that
four number of ground-truths are located on each pillar, Figure 7.
No normalization is done in this scenario. The training and testing is
done for each side of the image separately.
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Figure 7: Ground-truth allocations of scenario I, II.

4.6.2 Scenario II

In scenario II such as scenario I, the total number of eight ground-
truths on two adjacent pillars, four ground-truths on each pillar as
illustrated in Figure 7, take part in the training scenario but the nor-
malization, section 5.5, is also done.

The MATLAB code below shows the averaging in the normaliza-
tion process.

total_height = 0;

2 %subtraction of the highest and the lowest y coordinate

% of Ground-Truths

total_height=total_height+(AllGT(1,2,j)-AllGT(4,2,j))

% average\_height is called the fixed height of pillars

7 % obtained by dividing the summation of all heights

% to the total number of pillars

average_height = total_height / size(imgList,1);

Aligning images to the size of average height (scale-compensation)
in the normalization process is shown below. This can be done by
comparing the height of each pillar itself with the average height.

for j = 1 : size(imgList,1)

height = (AllGT(1,2,j) - AllGT(4,2,j));

scale_factor = average_height / height;

5

% scale-compensation

% imresize function is used for image scaling

temp_img = imresize(AllImg (1:one_imsz(1),
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1:one_imsz(2),:,j),scale_factor);

10

% Ground-Truth relocation

AllGT(:,:,j) = AllGT(:,:,j).*scale_factor;

4.6.3 Scenario III

Scenario III is the simplified version of scenario II by reducing the
number of ground-truths to only four points located on a single pillar
closest to the camera, Figure 8. Such as scenario II, the normalization,
section 5.5, is done in this scenario as well.

Figure 8: Ground-truth allocations of scenario III.

4.6.4 Scenario IV

Scenario IV is the simplified version of scenario III by reducing the
number of ground-truths to only two points located on the upper
part of the single pillar closest to the camera, Figure 9. In scenario IV,
the normalization, section 5.5, is done as well.The averaging is done
for two upper ground-truths of the pillar.
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Figure 9: Ground-truth allocations of scenario IV.

4.6.5 Scenario V

Scenario V is also the simplified version of scenario III by reducing
the number of ground-truths to only two points located on the lower
part of the single pillar closest to the camera, Figure 10. In scenario V,
the normalization, section 5.5, is done. The averaging is done for only
two lower Ground-truths of the pillar.

Figure 10: Ground-truth allocations of scenario V.
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E X P E R I M E N TA L S E T- U P

In this chapter, the methods and tools used for the data collection,
the cross-validation approach, and other implementation aspects such
as normalization of images, required number of initial data, initial
displacements, and the set-up of the SIFT feature extraction method
is explained in detail.

5.1 data collection methods and instruments

Here, the data are images of a warehouse stored with goods. These
images are taken by the high resolution camera "Prosilica GC2450"
that is equipped with a high resolution Fish-eye-Lens "Fujinon FE
185C057HA-1 2/3 1.8mm F/1.4 C-Mount Fish-Eye Lens for 5 Megapixel
cameras". The Prosilica GC2450 camera supports a frame rate of up
to 15 frame per second, fps, at 2448 × 2050 resolution. In addition, a
computer with Robot Operating System, ROS, is used for logging the
data.

In the warehouse, the images are taken by the Prosilica camera
mounted on a truck driving on the right side of the corridor to avoid
accident with trucks coming from the opposite direction. in this ex-
periment, the sampling time is 0.333 s, i.e 3 frames per second, at
1835×1835 image resolution.

5.2 ground-truth and the control point selecion tool

Control Point Selection tool in MATLAB is a graphical user interface
for selecting control points in pairs of images. These are called mov-
ing and fixed and represent images of essentially the same scene, the
video frames. The cpselect used in this tool starts the Control Point
Selection , and control points are returned in a CPSTRUCT structure.

Images of the warehouse can be displayed and annotated by the
Control Point Selection tool. To extract ground-truths from the image
on both side of the corridor effectively, the same video frame is dis-
placed twice, side by side. On the left image the left side of the cor-
ridor, and on the right image the right side of the corridor are an-
notated by mouse clicks. The ground-truths on the right side of the
corridor are stored in a vector, pR, while the analogous left points are
stored in pL.

im_fixed=imread(sprintf([inimdir ’Day2_’ ’%05d’ ’.png’]

,is+310));

3

29
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im_moving = im_fixed;

cpselect(im_moving, im_fixed);

These hand-labeled ground-truths are points located on pillar and
beam junctions in both right side and left side of the same image. It
is important to extract ground-truths from those junctions that are
fully visible in the image. Figure 11 displays an example of manually
extracted ground-truths from both sides of the image.

Figure 11: The Control Point Selection tool. A combination of eight points
on each side of the corridor is a constellation.

After selecting ground-truths, these values, pR and pL, are stored.
pR and pL are the location of ground-truths characterized by two
coordinates x and y . The CPSTRUCT structure stores all data (pR,
pL, labels, etc), but we have chosen to store pR and pL explicitly.

% pR are GTs of right side, pL are GTs of left side

pR=[base_points(1:4,:) base_points(5:8,:)];

pL=[input_points(1:4,:) input_points(5:8,:)];

4

save(sprintf([outresultdir ’Day2_’’%05d’’.mat’],is+310)

,’pL’,’pR’,’cpstruct’);

In order to view ground-truths of a specific image, the related
stored CPSTRUCT of the image must be reloaded. After reading and
duplicating the image, one must apply cpselect on the CPSTRUCT
structure in order to view points as following:

im_fixed=imread(sprintf([inimdir ’Day2_’ ’%05d’ ’.png’]

,is+310));

4 % duplicating the image

im_moving = im_fixed;
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% loading cpstruct

load(sprintf([outresultdir ’Day2_’ ’%05d’ ’.mat’ ]

9 ,is+310), ’cpstruct’);

% View the GTs

cpselect(im_moving, im_fixed,cpstruct);

5.3 required number of images and initial points

Finding a solution for the matrix of unknowns discussed in chapter 3

is strongly dependent on the number of initial points generated in a
vast set of images. In this experiment the initial points are considered
as constellation of points (group of points). In this experiment, a set of
50 images by considering translational variations are selected. In each
evaluation round, 45 images are assigned for the training scenario,
and the left five images are assigned for the test scenario. The set of
50 images of the warehouse used in this experiment are available in
Appendix A.

According to the eq. 22 in chapter 3, the total number of unknowns
and the number of equations inm constellations is discussed here. By
considering the dimensions of the matrix of unknowns, the total num-
ber of unknowns is equal to 2p ∗ (pNf + 1). In addition, total number
of equations are equal to 2p ∗m. The parameter m is the number of
constellation of points in each image. The value of parameter m must
be determined through the calculations in order to find a solution for
the system.

Here, the total number of unknowns and the number of equations
for different scenarios are calculated. TheNf is equal to 128 due to the
number of elements in a SIFT feature vector, and p is the number of
points of a constellation in each scenario. By comparing the number
of unknowns with the number of equations and considering the effect
of noise, the value of m is determined.

In scenario I and II (with the same value for p), there are fewer
equations than unknowns. Therefore, in order to fulfill the critical
case (equal number of equations and unknowns), almost 23 constella-
tions for each image is needed. By considering the effect of noise, this
value has been increased to 100. By considering m equal to 100, the
number of equations exceeds the number of unknowns.

Calculations for one constellation in scenario I and scenario II are
thus as follows:

2p ∗ (pNf + 1) = 16400 (33)

2 ∗ p ∗ 1 = 16 (34)

16 � 16400 (35)
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To be in the state of critical case in scenario I and II, the value of m
is approximated for 45 images:

2p ∗m ∗ 45 = 16400⇒ m ≈ 23 (36)

(37)

To reduce the effect of noise in order to achieve converging training
results, m (number of constellations) must increase to 100. therefore,
the number of equations exceeds the number of unknowns.

2p ∗ 100 ∗ 45 = 72000 (38)

16400 � 72000 (39)

Scenario III, with p equal to 4 and m equal to 100 in each of 45

images results in a system of linear equations such that the number
of equations exceeds the number of unknown.

2p ∗ (pNf + 1) = 4104 (40)

2p ∗ 100 ∗ 45 = 36000 (41)

4104 � 36000 (42)

Scenario IV and V, with p equal to 2 and m equal to 100 in each of
45 images also results in a system of linear equations such that the
number of equations are more than unknowns.

2p ∗ (pNf + 1) = 1028 (43)

2p ∗ 100 ∗ 45 = 18000 (44)

1028 � 18000 (45)

The number of 100 constellations of p points is considered as the re-
quired number of initial points for training and testing images. There-
fore, according to the calculations, the number of linear equations of
the proposed modeling scenarios are more than the number of un-
knowns.

5.4 suggested initial displacements

The idea of the suggested initial displacement is to propose a neigh-
borhood of the ground-truth in which all generated initial points
are located inside. Different initial displacements are suggested in
order to evaluate the performance of SDM algorithm in detecting
the ground-truths through the learning process. In this experiment,
increasing the initial displacements continues until the results reach
a high risk of divergence. Here, the divergence of points means the
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points that come outside of the suggested initial displacement neigh-
borhood after the transformation by the SDM.

This experiment starts from the suggested initial displacement neigh-
borhood of at most 20× 20, a rather close set of points to the ground-
truth, and then continues by doubling the displacement neighbor-
hood to 40× 40 and subsequently to 80× 80. Figure 12 gives a view
of these three suggested initial displacement neighborhoods created
in the vicinity of the ground-truth.

Figure 12: Suggested initial displacements. The number of generated ini-
tial points (pink points) in the neighborhood of the ground-truth
(blue point) are equal to 100 in each sub-image.

5.5 normalization of input images

In the experimental set-up of warehouse images, the evaluation must
be based on normalized images by scale-compensation as in [26].
For this reason, all selected 50 images are scaled and aligned to a
fix constellation height average calculated from 50 images. Here, the
height is the distance between the highest and lowest ground-truths
extracted from pillars closest to the camera. Each height is calculated
by subtracting the y coordinate of those specific ground-truths. In or-
der to align the image to the size of the calculated average height,
some images must decrease in size while others must enlarge in size.
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Then, after scaling the images, ground-truths are scaled accordingly
in order to relocate to their correct positions in scale images.

5.6 cross-validation

The cross-validation or the rotation estimation [13] [9] [7] is a model eval-
uation approach for assessing the performance of a learned model on
a new set of data in several rounds of evaluation. In this technique,
partitioning the whole sample of data into a number of complemen-
tary subsets must be done. In each round, a number of subsets take
part in the training while the rest of the subsets are used for testing
the performance of the training outcomes. In the subsequent rounds,
a new combination of subsets take part in training and also in test-
ing. Over rounds, subsets used for the test have no overlap with each
other, and they cover the whole data for the evaluation . The final
evaluation is based on averaging results from all rounds.

In this experiment, the number of 50 images are used so that 45

images are allocated for training data while the remained 5 images
are used for testing the new data in each round. Therefore, in total,
10 rounds of evaluation are performed based on the cross-validation
approach.

Figure 13: Cross-validation approach

5.7 vlfeat set-up

To extract SIFT features in MATLAB, initialization is necessary ac-
cording to the implementation we used [24]. This is done by a call
to the routines in VLFeat toolbox. VLFeat library is an open source
library that implements popular computer vision algorithms special-
izing in image understanding and local features extraction and match-
ing [24]. To add VLFeat to the MATLAB environment, one must call
the code below:
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run(’VLFEATROOT/toolbox/vl_setup’)
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P E R F O R M A N C E E VA L U AT I O N

The performance of the SDM transformation method in warehouse
images are evaluated in various scenarios and initial displacements.
A summary of the results is given in the last section.

6.1 right side modeling of the warehouse

The performance of the SDM transformation method in five different
modeling scenarios on the right side of the warehouse images (right
side of the corridor) and in three suggested initial displacements are
evaluated. Ground-truths used here are those extracted from the right
side of the corridor.

First Initial Displacement for Scenario I

We recall that scenario I has eight points in the pattern to be located in
a close neighborhood (20× 20) of the ground-truth as the first initial
displacement. In Figure 14, each histogram illustrates the distribution
of 45× 100× 8× 2 initial coordinate of points vector difference to the
ground-truths (4x and 4y) generated randomly. To be precise 100

points are randomly generated in a 20× 20 neighborhood of each of
the ground-truths of an 8-points constellation. Noise is generated for
cross- validations anew. As is seen in the graphs, the distributions of
displacements are uniform around the ground-truths, both in x and
y directions which is to be expected.

37
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Figure 14: Distribution of random initial points generated in displacements
within 20 × 20 windows of ground-truths for scenario I (Right
side)

Training for Scenario I

The difference between the location of the ground-truth and the pre-
dicted location after the transformation (obtained by the SDM applied
to the same training data) is the error in training. In Figure 15, each
histogram illustrates the distribution of 45× 100× 8× 2 error in train-
ing corresponding to initial points of Figure 14. These histograms
are shown for ten cross validations. As can be appreciated, the affine
transformations found by the SDM are able to reduce the distance of
the initial points to the ground-truths considerably (within ∓1 pixels).
This supports the view that the SDM transformation determination
process is reasonably well implemented in our work. The distribu-
tions of errors in training in all scenarios and for all initial displace-
ments (omitted here for convenience) had a simple (good) behavior.
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Figure 15: Distribution of error in training for displacements within 20× 20
windows of ground-truths in scenario I (Right side)

Test for Scenario I

The difference between the location of the ground-truth and the pre-
dicted location obtained after the transformation by the SDM in the
test scenario is the error in test. In Figure 16, each histogram illus-
trates the distribution of 5× 100× 8× 2 errors in the test scenario for
a new set of initial points not used in the training before. These his-
tograms are shown for ten cross validations. Here, we can already see
that the found transformations by SDM are not always reducing the
initial distance. On the contrary, a significant number of destinations
suggested by the transformations run-away.
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Figure 16: Distribution of error in test for displacements within 20× 20 win-
dows of ground-truths in scenario I (Right side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 16.6 16.2 15.4 33.0 23.6

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 14.7 12.9 5.9 9.9 17.7 16.6

Table 1: Divergence of first initial displacement for scenario I (Right side)

Divergence of First Initial Displacement

The divergence rate is detailed in table 1 for the histograms of Fig-
ure 16.

The global averaging of the cross-validation results yields that in
right side modeling of scenario I, and even in a close neighborhood
with the ground-truths, at least 16.6% of the initial points move fur-
ther away from the ground-truth.

Divergence of other Initial Displacements

The divergence of initial displacement for larger initial displacement
neighborhoods of 40 × 40 and 80 × 80 are also tested for scenario
I. they are reported in table 2 and table 3 respectively. We omitted
the correspondent histograms of distribution in test for these larger
neighborhoods because they have similar form to the histogram of
the first initial displacement but with larger variance.
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Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 20.6 21.9 17.0 35.6 22.5

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 19.3 14.2 12.3 15.6 22.9 20.3

Table 2: Divergence of second initial displacement for scenario I (Right side)

The global averaging of all cross-validation results from table 2 re-
ports that in the right side modeling of scenario I, and with the initial
displacement within 40 × 40 window size, at least 20.3% of the to-
tal coordinate of points taking part in the test scenario move further
away from the ground-truths after the transformation.

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 38.6 40.5 35.8 41.8 38.8

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 37.5 31.1 31.7 40.5 36.1 37.3

Table 3: Divergence of third initial displacement for scenario I (Right side)

Likewise the average cross-validation results being detailed in table
3, report that in the right side modeling of scenario I, and in the sug-
gested initial displacement within 80× 80 window size, at least 37.3%
of the total coordinate of points move further away from the ground-
truths after the transformation.

Testing of Scenario II-V

We recall that scenario II has the similar pattern to scenario I ( eight
points to be located in increasing neighborhoods 20× 20, 40× 40, and
80× 80 of the ground-truths) but with an additional geometric scale
normalization. The distribution of 45×100×8×2 initial points vector
difference to the ground-truths (4x and4y) are generated randomly
in each of initial displacements as in scenario I. Tables 4 - 6 present
the test results for scenario II. We omitted the figures of distribution
because they have similar forms to those from scenario I.

We recall that scenario III has four points in the pattern to be lo-
cated in a close neighborhood (20× 20) of the ground-truth as the first
initial displacement. Other initial displacements in tests are larger
neighborhoods of 40× 40 and 80× 80. The geometric scale normaliza-
tion is applied to images as well. The distribution of 45× 100× 4× 2
initial points vector difference to the ground-truths (4x and 4y) are
generated randomly in each of initial displacements. Tables 7 - 9

present the test results for scenario III.
We recall that scenario IV has two points (upper) in the pattern to

be located in a close neighborhood (20× 20) of the ground-truth as
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the first initial displacement. Other initial displacements in tests are
larger neighborhoods of 40× 40 and 80× 80. The geometric scale nor-
malization is applied to images as well. The distribution of 45× 100×
2× 2 initial points vector difference to the ground-truths (4x and4y)
are generated randomly in each of initial displacements. Tables 10 -
12 present the test results for scenario IV.

We recall that scenario V has two points (lower) in the pattern to
be located in a close neighborhood (20× 20) of the ground-truth as
the first initial displacement. Other initial displacements in tests are
larger neighborhoods of 40× 40and 80× 80. The geometric scale nor-
malization is applied to images as well. The distribution of 45× 100×
2× 2 initial points vector difference to the ground-truths (4x and4y)
are generated randomly in each of initial displacements. Tables 13 -
15 present the test results for scenario V.

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 26.5 16.5 12.1 27.2 21.1

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 16.8 8.6 8.8 7.8 15.6 16.1

Table 4: Divergence of first initial displacement for scenario II (Right side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 25.1 23.1 15.1 29.1 21.5

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 24.1 13.3 13.5 14.9 21.4 20.2

Table 5: Divergence of second initial displacement for scenario II (Right side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 39.3 41.7 36.9 44.4 38.3

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 37.9 32.3 32.2 37.5 37.2 37.8

Table 6: Divergence of third suggested initial displacement for scenario II
(Right side)
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Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 21.6 15.7 8.4 17.1 21.8

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 12.7 7.4 9.7 1.6 15.1 13.2

Table 7: Divergence of first initial displacement for scenario III (Right side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 25.9 18.2 7.8 18.0 27.5

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 21.4 8.3 15.1 7.5 24.3 17.5

Table 8: Divergence of second suggested initial displacement for scenario III
(Right side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 38.8 33.4 30.2 33.7 41.4

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 30.3 19.4 27.8 33.1 35.5 32.4

Table 9: Divergence of third suggested initial displacement for scenario III
(Right side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 34.1 19.5 8.3 20.7 30.8

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 13.7 2.6 23.1 6.8 19.7 18.0

Table 10: Divergence of first initial displacement for scenario IV (Right side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 31.9 28.2 15.8 19.8 35.1

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 12.0 4.0 20.3 12.0 20.4 20.0

Table 11: Divergence of second initial displacement for scenario IV (Right
side)
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Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 42.0 40.1 29.5 44.5 52.5

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 25.3 21.5 33.6 33.3 33.4 35.6

Table 12: Divergence of third initial displacement for scenario IV (Right side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 13.1 7.3 5.6 2.1 11.9

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 10.2 2.6 23.8 6.3 5.8 8.9

Table 13: Divergence of first initial displacement for scenario V (Right side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 15.6 13.7 7.5 7.4 16.2

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 5.8 6.9 15.7 5.1 7.9 10.2

Table 14: Divergence of second suggested initial displacement for scenario
V (Right side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 34.3 32.0 24.5 32.0 39.0

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 23.0 20.7 22.5 21.3 26.5 27.6

Table 15: Divergence of third initial displacement for scenario V (Right side)

6.2 left side modeling of the warehouse

In this section, the performance of the SDM transformation method in
five different modeling scenarios on the left side of the warehouse im-
ages (left side of the corridor) and in three suggested initial displace-
ments are evaluated. In analogy with the experiments of the right
side, the results are presented here in tables 16 - 30. The error distri-
butions have similar form with the right side and are omitted except
for the neighborhood of 20× 20 (Figure 17). This helps to compare the
scales of the errors between the left and the right side. Ground-truths
used here are those extracted from the left side of the corridor.
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Figure 17: Distribution of error in test for displacements within 20× 20 win-
dows of ground-truths in scenario I (Left side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 11.9 5.8 7.4 2.7 14.5

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 4.6 6.0 11.7 8.9 27.7 10.2

Table 16: Divergence of first initial displacement for scenario I (Left side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 15.2 11.1 9.7 8.3 16.3

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 11.2 10.8 21.4 22.4 31.4 15.9

Table 17: Divergence of second initial displacement for scenario I (Left side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 39.9 25.8 27.6 26.7 30.1

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 30.3 31.0 41.0 41.5 42.5 33.7

Table 18: Divergence of third initial displacement for scenario I (Left side)
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Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 10.8 5.7 6.1 5.2 7.7

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 8.8 5.8 16.6 14.7 25.1 10.7

Table 19: Divergence of first initial displacement for scenario II (Left side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 16.6 11.2 9.8 8.4 15.1

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 13.0 9.6 24.8 22.7 29.0 16.1

Table 20: Divergence of second initial displacement for scenario II (Left side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 36.3 25.4 26.5 27.9 32.4

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 30.0 29.3 40.6 42.0 42.6 33.4

Table 21: Divergence of third initial displacement for scenario II (Left side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 13.1 6.5 3.2 1.2 5.4

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 6.5 2.6 4.8 26.6 18.5 8.9

Table 22: Divergence of first initial displacement for scenario III (Left side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 24.8 9.5 7.1 5.7 13.8

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 12.7 6.6 11.6 32.2 24.9 15.0

Table 23: Divergence of second initial displacement for scenario III (Left
side)
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Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 34.5 19.3 14.5 17.9 31.3

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 23.5 26.5 26.8 42.4 35.2 27.3

Table 24: Divergence of third initial displacement for scenario III (Left side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 3.7 0.05 10.0 5.8 24.3

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 6.6 1.0 3.2 19.7 23.8 9.9

Table 25: Divergence of first initial displacement for scenario IV (Left side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 4.6 2.7 3.9 5.5 20.3

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 11.8 4.2 8.0 42.5 31.7 13.6

Table 26: Divergence of second initial displacement for scenario IV (Left
side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 29.0 19.2 17.4 16.3 32.6

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 25.6 23.9 19.5 55.6 46.1 28.6

Table 27: Divergence of third initial displacement for scenario IV (Left side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 31.3 3.0 6.7 0.5 0.8

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 0.0 3.7 7.7 3.9 4.7 6.3

Table 28: Divergence of first initial displacement for scenario V (Left side)
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Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 29.0 1.1 11.8 5.1 7.6

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 4.5 9.3 12.5 3.9 8.9 9.3

Table 29: Divergence of second initial displacement for scenario V (Left side)

Cross-validation 1 2 3 4 5

Divergence rate(%) 33.1 17.6 21.7 19.7 29.7

Cross-validation 6 7 8 9 10 average

Divergence rate(%) 18.8 27.0 25.3 23.4 24.1 24.1

Table 30: Divergence of third initial displacement for scenario V (Left side)

6.3 summary of results

This section brings all results from five test scenarios together for a fi-
nal evaluation, Figure 19. Based on the results, the SDM optimization
method performs the transformation with a high risk of divergence in
all cases. By increasing the suggested initial displacement, the diver-
gence rate significantly increases in all scenarios. Even by simplifying
the problem of modeling a warehouse pallet-rack cells, from scenario
II to scenario V, the risk of divergence rate remains high. Moreover,
the divergence rate of the left side is systematically lower than the
right side in all scenarios. Despite simplification, and scale normal-
ization, the SDM optimization method applied to SIFT features does
not offer a reliable recognition technique of beam-pole junctions as
one would expect from the paper, [26].

Some factors including the distinctiveness of features of the object,
consistency of features of the object used for training with those used
for testing, and the level of sensitivity to initialization of the SDM
optimization method can affect the obtained results.

Since the camera moves on the right side of the corridor, it gives
naturally a better view on the left side than the right side. When the
camera is further away from the target, the target appears on the im-
age with less scale variations and better illumination compared with
the closer target to the camera. Moreover, higher number of objects
on the right side of the corridor cause shadowing effect which leads
to less distinctive features of object locating on the right side. Shad-
owing effect of objects located on different sides of the image may
cause significant difference between results too.

On the image processing side, an important factor which can sig-
nificantly affect the results is the applied feature extraction method.
SIFT gradient features difficulty to distinguish between highly sym-
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metric objects can be a source of error too. The SIFT features are
histograms of orientation. Symmetric neighborhoods, such as those
consisting of a cross, contain two orientations that are equally strong
which can cause bimodal histograms of orientations having similar
orientation histograms as a square.This makes it difficult to differenti-
ate curves containing symmetric neighborhoods of completely differ-
ent patterns, e.g. a cross and a square, Figure 18. The cross junctions
used in this experiment are not perfectly symmetric but they are still
highly symmetric.

Figure 18: Two different patterns can produce the same gradient direction
histogram

Figure 19: Summary of results
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C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

This work has shown that the SDM transformation method is not suf-
ficient enough to be used in applications without a significant adap-
tation. Our experiments apply the SDM transformation method to a
new problem – modeling of a structured warehouse. Based on the
results, there is a significant risk of divergence when finding pallet-
rack cells when applying the SDM transformation method using SIFT
feature vectors.

The work reports statistics on the divergence rate which is an im-
portant contribution in the context of SDM applications. Based on the
results, even by simplifying the problem of modeling a warehouse,
the risk of divergence remains generally high in all modeling scenar-
ios. In addition, comparing the large difference between results from
the left side modeling to the right side in all scenarios confirms that
images with less scale variations, better illumination, and less shad-
owing effect on the target object result in higher convergence rate.
Moreover, by increasing the initial distance from the intended des-
tination, the divergence rate increases in all scenarios which means
that SDM is sensitive to the initialization.

Within the scope of the current work, and given that prior studies
all used SIFT features, it was more urgent to use SIFT features than
any thing else. However, applying another feature extraction method
being able to distinguish between symmetric objects better than SIFT
features could improve the performance of SDM optimization.
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Figure 20: Images of a warehouse used for training and testing
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S A M P L E C O D E I N M AT L A B

b.1 initial points and feature extraction

outresultdir = ’../trainingResults/’;

if ~exist(’AllImg’)

4 % SIFT set-up

run(’../vlfeat-0.9.20/toolbox/vl_setup’)

imageAddress = ’../images/’;

fileList = dir(imageAddress);

imgList = [];

9 gtList = [];

itr = 6 ;

numPoints = 8;

%------- Loading Images and groud truths-------------------

14 for i = 1:size(fileList,1)

if size(fileList(i).name,2) > 4

if strcmp( fileList(i).name(end-2:end) , ’mat’)

gtList = [gtList; fileList(i).name];

elseif strcmp( fileList(i).name(end-2:end),’png’)

19 imgList = [imgList; fileList(i).name];

end

end

end

%------------------------------------------------------------

24 total_heights = 0;

new_dims = zeros(1,2,size(imgList,1));

one_imsz=size(imread(strcat(imageAddress,imgList(1,:))));

29 biggest_imsz=round(one_imsz.*[1.31,1.31,1])+[1,1,0];

AllImg = zeros([biggest_imsz, size(imgList,1)]);

AllGT = zeros([numPoints,2, size(imgList,1)]);

for j = 1 : size(imgList,1)

34

AllImg(1:one_imsz(1,1), 1:one_imsz(1,2), : , j) =

imread(strcat(imageAddress,imgList(j,:)));

load(strcat(imageAddress,gtList(j,:)));

39 % Number 8 changes to 4 or 2 dependent on the scenario

AllGT(:,:,j) = reshape(pR.’,2,8).’;

temp_gt = reshape(pR.’,2,8).’;

temp_gt_2 = temp_gt(1:2:end,:);

total_heights = total_heights +

57
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44 (temp_gt_2(1,2) - temp_gt_2(4,2));

end

end

49 %-------------------------Normalization --------------------

average_height = total_heights / size(imgList,1);

for j = 1 : size(imgList,1)

54 temp_gt = AllGT(1:2:end,:,j);

height = temp_gt_2(1,2) - temp_gt_2(4,2);

scale_factor = average_height / height;

59 temp_img = imresize(AllImg(1:one_imsz(1),

1:one_imsz(2), : , j),scale_factor);

size_temp_img = size(temp_img);

new_dims(:,:,j) = size_temp_img(1,1:2);

AllImg(1:size_temp_img(1),

64 1:size_temp_img(2), : , j) = temp_img;

% ground-truth rescaling

AllGT(:,:,j) = AllGT(:,:,j).*scale_factor;

end

69

%--------------------- Cross-validation --------------------

allIdx = 1:size(imgList,1);

74 testIdx = i:i+4;

trainIdx = setxor(allIdx,testIdx);

crossValIteration=i;

79 totalStep = 6;

initRandSets = 100;

noise = 10;

tic

84 %------Saving Initial points and their Feature Vectors -----

[allPoints, Features_at_allPoints] = calc_feature

(AllImg(:,:,:,allIdx), AllGT(:,:,allIdx),

initRandSets, noise,allIdx, new_dims);

89

toc

display([’finished...feature vector computations8 ’]);

save([outresultdir ’all_initPoints’ ’.mat’ ], ’allPoints’);

94 save([outresultdir ’features_at_all_initPoints’ ’.mat’ ],

’Features_at_allPoints’);
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b.2 training and testing scenarios

percentage_of_error_train=[];

percentage_of_error_test=[];

4 outresultdir = ’../trainingResults/’;

if ~exist(’AllImg’) % In debugging training/testing

%setup vl_feat sift

9

run(’../vlfeat-0.9.20/toolbox/vl_setup’)

imageAddress = ’../images/’;

fileList = dir(imageAddress);

imgList = [];

14 gtList = [];

itr = 6 ;

numPoints = 8;

for i = 1:size(fileList,1)

if size(fileList(i).name,2) > 4

19 if strcmp( fileList(i).name(end-2:end) , ’mat’)

gtList = [gtList; fileList(i).name];

elseif strcmp( fileList(i).name(end-2:end),’png’)

imgList = [imgList; fileList(i).name];

end

24 end

end

total_heights = 0; % used to calculate average height

%dimensions of images after resize

new_dims = zeros(1,2,size(imgList,1));

29

one_imsz=size(imread(strcat(imageAddress,imgList(1,:))));

biggest_imsz=round(one_imsz.*[1.31,1.31,1])+[1,1,0];

34 AllImg = zeros([biggest_imsz, size(imgList,1)]);

AllGT = zeros([numPoints,2, size(imgList,1)]);

for j = 1 : size(imgList,1)

AllImg(1:one_imsz(1,1), 1:one_imsz(1,2), : , j) =

imread(strcat(imageAddress,imgList(j,:)));

% singleImage = allImg(i,:,:,:)

39 load(strcat(imageAddress,gtList(j,:)));

AllGT(:,:,j) = reshape(pR.’,2,8).’;

temp_gt = reshape(pR.’,2,8).’;

temp_gt_2 = temp_gt(1:2:end,:);

44 total_heights = total_heights +

(temp_gt_2(1,2) - temp_gt_2(4,2));

% singleGT = allGT(i,:,:)

end

49 %calculate average height
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average_height = total_heights / size(imgList,1);

% Resize images and gt based on scale factor

for j = 1 : size(imgList,1)

54 temp_gt = AllGT(1:2:end,:,j);

height = temp_gt_2(1,2) - temp_gt_2(4,2);

scale_factor = average_height / height;

59 temp_img = imresize(AllImg(1:one_imsz(1),

1:one_imsz(2), : , j),scale_factor);

size_temp_img = size(temp_img);

new_dims(:,:,j) = size_temp_img(1,1:2);

AllImg(1:size_temp_img(1),

64 1:size_temp_img(2), : , j) = temp_img;

AllGT(:,:,j) = AllGT(:,:,j).*scale_factor;

end

load([outresultdir ’all_initPoints’ ’.mat’ ] , ’allPoints’);

69 load([outresultdir ’features_at_all_initPoints’ ’.mat’ ],

’Features_at_allPoints’);

end

%--------------- The main CrossValidation loop--------------

74

allIdx = 1:size(imgList,1);

for crossValidationIdx =1:5:size(imgList,1)

jj = double(int64(crossValidationIdx) / 5) +1;

testIdx = crossValidationIdx:crossValidationIdx+4;

79 trainIdx = setxor(allIdx,testIdx);

crossValIteration=crossValidationIdx;

totalStep = 6;

84 initRandSets = size(allPoints,3);

tic

%-----------------------Training Scenario-------------------

[pi_tilde,fi_tilde,D] = calc_pi_tilde(AllGT(:,:,trainIdx)

89 ,allPoints(:,:,:,trainIdx),Features_at_allPoints

(:,:,trainIdx));

D_calc=pi_tilde*fi_tilde;

errors_train=D_calc(:)-D(:);

94 display([’min, max of deviations from ground-truth:

(’ ’) ’ num2str([min(D(:)) max(D(:))]) ])

figure(10+jj);histogram(D(:));

display([’min, max of training errors at Points :

99 (’ ’) ’ num2str([min(errors_train) max(errors_train)])])

% subplot
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figure(1000); subplot(5,2,jj);

histogram(errors_train);

104 xlabel(’Error distribution (pixel)’); ylabel(’Frequency’);

figure(2000); subplot(5,2,jj);

histogram(D); xlabel(’Initial error distribution (pixel)’);

ylabel(’Frequency’);

109 figure(100+jj);histogram(errors_train(:));

all_errors_train(:,jj)=errors_train;

percentage_of_error_train(jj)=density_range(errors_train,10);

%----------------------- Test Scenario----------------------

114

[fi_tilde,D_test]= get_fi_tilde_and_D(AllGT(:,:,testIdx)

,allPoints(:,:,:,testIdx),Features_at_allPoints(:,:,testIdx));

D_calc_test=pi_tilde*fi_tilde;

119 errors_test=D_calc_test(:)-D_test(:);

display([’min, max of test errors at Points :

(’ ’) ’ num2str([min(errors_test) max(errors_test)]) ])

figure(3000); subplot(5,2,jj); histogram(errors_test(:));

124 xlabel(’Error distribution (pixel)’); ylabel(’Frequency’);

figure(200+jj);histogram(errors_test(:));

percentage=density_range(errors_test,10)

all_errors_test(:,jj)=errors_test;

percentage_of_error_test(jj)=density_range(errors_test, 10);

129 display([’Cross Validation Index and seconds:

’ num2str([crossValidationIdx, toc])])

display(’ ’)

end

134 save(sprintf([outresultdir ’all_errors_test_iter1’ ]),

’all_errors_train’,’all_errors_test’);

b.3 related functions

%-------------------Function: calc_feature -----------------

function [allPoints, Features_at_allPoints] =

calc_feature(imgALL, gtAll, initRandSets,

5 noise,trainIdx, new_dims)

%outresultdir = ’../trainingResults/’;

% img: input image(m x color image),singleImage=img(i,:,:,:)

10 % gt: ground-truth (m x (8 or 4 0r 2)x2), singleGT = gt(i,:,:)

% initRandSets: number of initial points and ground-truths

% totalStep: number of iterations

% initRandSets: number of initial random constellations

% noise: the amount added to each initial
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15

numPts = size(gtAll,1); % points in a constellation

featureleng = 128; % SIFT

%------------------------------------------------------------

20 for imgIdx=1:length(trainIdx)

[imgIdx ]

imgreen=imgALL(1:new_dims(1,1,imgIdx),

1:new_dims(1,2,imgIdx), 2,trainIdx(imgIdx));

25 gt = gtAll(:,:,trainIdx(imgIdx));

display(’feature loop’)

%--------------------- Initialization------------------------

30

for irnd=1:initRandSets

initPoints = gt + round(noise*2*(rand (numPts,2) - 0.5));

allPoints( :, : , irnd, trainIdx(imgIdx)) = initPoints;

35

%------ -----------Feature extraction------------------------

[q] = siftWrapper (imgreen, initPoints);

Features_at_allPoints(: , irnd, trainIdx(imgIdx)) = q;

40 end

end

end

%--------------- Function: calc_pi_tilde ------------------

4 function [pi_tilde,fi_tilde,D] = calc_pi_tilde

( gt, Points,Features)

[fi_tilde,D] = get_fi_tilde_and_D( gt, Points,Features);

9 [Q, R]=qr(fi_tilde’);

pi_tilde=D*fi_tilde’*pinv(R’*R);

14 end

%----------------Function: get_fi_tilde_and_D----------------

3

function [fi_tilde,D]=get_fi_tilde_and_D(gt, Points,Features)

gt_rep=zeros(size(gt,1),size(gt,2),

size(Points,3), size(gt,3));
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8

for i=1:size(gt_rep,3);

gt_rep(:,:,i,:)=gt;

end

13 D = gt_rep - Points;

D=reshape(D, size( gt_rep,1)*size( gt_rep,2)

,size( gt_rep,3)*size( gt_rep,4));

N_constellations=size(Features, 2)*size(Features, 3);

18 q=reshape(Features,size(Features, 1),N_constellations);

fi_tilde=[q; ones(1,N_constellations)];

end

%------------------ Divergence rate------------------------

2

function density = density_range(data, range)

step_size = 1;

step = -(range+1):step_size:(range+1);

7

[n,x] = hist(data,step);

sum_count_per_step = sum(sum(n(2:end-1)));

area = sum_count_per_step*step_size;

12

size_data = size(data);

total_numbers = size_data(1) * size_data(2);

density = area/total_numbers;

17

end

1 %---------------- ground-truth extraction ------------------

inimdir=’../images/’;

outimdir=’./images/’;

6 for is=1:50

clear base_points input_points cpstruct pL pR;

im_fixed=imread(sprintf([inimdir ’Day2_’ ’%05d’ ’.png’ ]

,is+310));

11 im_moving = im_fixed;

cpselect(im_moving, im_fixed);

while (exist(’base_points’)==0)

pause(1);

16 end
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load(sprintf([outresultdir ’Day2_’ ’%05d’ ’.mat’ ],is+310),

’cpstruct’);

21 figure(10)

pR=[base_points(1:4,:) base_points(5:8,:)];

pL=[input_points(1:4,:) input_points(5:8,:)];

26 save(sprintf([outresultdir ’Day2_’ ’%05d’ ’.mat’ ],is+310),

’pL’,’pR’,’cpstruct’);

load(sprintf([outresultdir ’Day2_’ ’%05d’ ’.mat’ ],is+310),

’pL’,’pR’ );

31

% end

1

%-------------- View ground-truths on Images----------------

close all; clear all

inimdir= ’E:/’;

6 outimdir=’./images/’;

for is=1 : 50;

% read the image

11 im_fixed=imread(sprintf([inimdir ’Day2_’ ’%05d’ ’.png’],

is+310));

% Duplicate the image

im_moving = im_fixed;

16

% load the coordinates

load(sprintf([outresultdir ’Day2_’ ’%05d’ ’.mat’ ],

is+310),’cpstruct’);

21 % Display the image with ground-truths

cpselect(im_moving, im_fixed,cpstruct);

end
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